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The scrip has been into corrective decline since March 2016. During this correction it lost almost 50% from
its peak of Rs.805 and touched a low of 399 in Nov 2016. Since then it is consolidating in the range of 550
and 420.It has recently registered a breakout from falling trendline connecting the highs of 805 and 565
with higher volumes.
The scrip has also taken support on “Demand Line” of long-term upsloping trend channel. In the past, after
a long corrective move, once the scrip gave a breakout above the trendline, it boarded on a long-term
uptrend and moved from the lows of 71 (Nov 11) to 795 (April 2015), 11X in 4 years.
This time also the scrip is witnessing similar breakout on Monthly charts. It could thus, now be starting its
long term upward journey once again. The short term moving average (5 Month) has also moved above
the long term moving average (20 Month) , thus indicating that the corrective phase may now be over and
scrip could scale new highs in coming months.
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The Monthly RSI has also moved above the 50 levels ,while stock has successfully negotiated above the 50%
retracement levels of its entire fall from 805 to 400. On the higher side, immediate resistance for the scrip
is placed around 650 levels (61.8% retracement of entire fall from 805 to 400 is place at 649 while the
upper end of Monthly Bollinger Band is placed at 650). Once the scrip moves beyond this price point in
coming months on closing price basis, it will then rally towards it all time highs of 805 and much beyond.
In case of any short term correction the scrip should now find support between 540-565 zone. Only a
decisive move below this support zone on monthly closing price basis will negate the long term bullish
outlook .
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Based on the Price extension analysis, the long term targets for the stock are between 1050-1175 zone.
Where 1050 is the current value of long term supply ling connecting the high of 256 and 805, while 1175 is
the 61.8% extension of previous move from 34 to 186.

Our Term View
Based on the monthly chart patterns, we believe that Mindtree is poised to see a significant rally
in coming months. Once the resistance zone of 650-680 is crossed, the scrip will then rally
towards its all time high of 805. A decisive move beyond 805 will see a long term uptrend
unfolding and stock can then rally towards 1050-1175 zone.
Our bullish view on Mindtree will get negated once the scrip gives a monthly close below Rs.540.

